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            We invest in unique technologies with global potential

            

            WE ARE ONE OF  THE BIGGEST VC FUNDS IN POLAND, WHICH SUPPORTS STARTUPS IN  THE INITIAL PHASE OF  THE ROLL-OUT (SEED)
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            WE ARE FOCUSED ON

            We invest in companies from the area of MarTech, Software & Mobile Applications and other interesting Startups having a product ready to be introduced on the market.
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            OUR TEAM

            Our team consists of entrepreneurs and experts in investing, marketing and advertising. Companies supported by the Fund can count on a cooperation with highly recommended leaders and practicioners with years of experience in  the fields of business, finance and marketing.
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                                            Financial Analyst
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                PORTFOLIO

                “Originality depends on new and striking combinations of ideas.”

— Rosamund Harding
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                                            Dietary supplement 

individually composed for the client. Backed by their health data.

                                            
                                                                                        www.sundose.io
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                                            A company cycling game that not only motivates employees to cycle to work, but also integrates CSR campaigns, helping employees to take care of their health.

                                            
                                                                                        www.activy.pl
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                                            An online platform through which business customers 

can order catering from the best suppliers in the city.

                                            
                                                                                        www.cateringoo.pl
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                                            A tool that simplifies the diagnosis and identification of errors in the software. 

It allows you to track changes in the program, go back in time to the place where the error occurred and fix it.

                                            
                                                                                        www.revdebug.com
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                                            Marketplace for tattoo studios, artists and ink lovers that simplifies and speeds up 

the booking process.

                                            
                                                                                        www.inksearch.co
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                                            The company offering SaaS for extended live streaming. The platform allows you to plan and conduct live streaming enriched with graphic elements and widgets to create engaging content.

                                            
                                                                                        www.sparklylive.com
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                                            Landing page builder for 

non-programmers that helps 

to create and optimize custom landing pages.

                                            
                                                                                        www.landingi.com
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                                            Innovative programming and digital competence courses.

Comfortable online learning with the full support of experienced mentors.

                                            
                                                                                        www.futurecollars.com
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                                            The company creates compatible, innovative hardware and software for early adopters

detection of fires that threaten local residents. 



                                            
                                                                                        smokedsystem.com
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                                            The company conducts innovative activities in the Data-as-a-Service sector, consisting in offering product innovation in the area of data analysis of all consumer behavior of individual customer groups.

                                            
                                                                                        www.c-gence.com
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                                            A solar energy startup that combines PV roof tiles with a vision to build leading European energy marketplace.

                                            
                                                                                        www.sunroof.se
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                                            Genomtec ID is a handy, innovative diagnostic device based on the amplification and detection of specific DNA and RNA fragments.

                                            
                                                                                        genomtec.com
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Food of the Future. Today! Food is a wholesome, balanced meal based on ingredients of natural origin.

                                            
                                                                                        supersonicfood.com
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                                            The largest network of manual car washes in Europe, available in one mobile application.

                                            
                                                                                        www.multiwash.pl
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                                            Innovative IT technologies for the real estate

                                            
                                                                                        www.spantium.com
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                                            Production of software for wearable devices in the form of a smartwatch, which is used to improve communication between employees.

                                            
                                                                                        c.watch
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                                            The first bots that understand most of the customer's questions, thus relieving the Contact Center in real terms.

                                            
                                                                                        perfectbot.ai
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                                            An intelligent application in the area of human resources addressed to blue collar employees

                                            
                                                                                        www.woonti.com
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                                            SaaS-based toolset, which by using AI and machine learning, supports SEO specialists, marketing professionals, content marketers, ecommerce managers, analysts and copywriters in driving more traffic from Google.



                                            
                                                                                        www.senuto.com
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                                            SaaS platform that helps build social media marketing strategies backed by data and automatically handle typical inquiries, drive pre-sales conversations, and improve overall response rate.



                                            
                                                                                        www.napoleoncat.com
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                                            Tool for increasing ad revenues from 20% even to 200%. Yield Riser uses innovation technologies like: Hader Bidding, Waterfall or Anti-adblock.





                                            
                                                                                        www.yieldriser.com
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                                            Official Premier Google Partner and Facebook Partner, whose mission is to support companies in their development on the Internet marketing space.





                                            
                                                                                        www.resultmedia.pl
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                                            Company has been present on the big data market since 2012. They have their own DMP technology and huge volume of data used in advertising campaigns.





                                            
                                                                                        www.dataexchanger.pl
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                                            Tool for everyone who wants to run effective ad campaigns on Facebook.

                                            
                                                                                        www.catvertiser.pl
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                                            Luxury confectionery in Warsaw, specializing in petit gateau cookies, cakes and chocolate pralines.





                                            
                                                                                        www.deseopatisserie.com
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                                            Experienced team that creates integrated marketing strategies in social media and comprehensive digital projects.







                                            
                                                                                        www.mintmedia.pl
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                                            Mobile marketing agency offering comprehensive services of media buying and support for creativity and technology.

                                            
                                                                                        www.mobilerockets.pl
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                                            Proprietary software for planning and managing DOOH campaigns.

                                            
                                                                                        www.myled.pl
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                                            Agency conducting comprehensive activities that support building of brand presence on the market.

                                            
                                                                                        www.bidlab.pl
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                                            Company creates

personalised advertising

movies. It combines the

most effective forms of

dialogue: footage, personal

data and interaction.

                                            
                                                                                        www.videomill.pl
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                                            Daily dose of fresh fruit and vegetables delivered to offices in the largest Polish cities.
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                                            Advertising network specializing in consulting, planning and execution of ad and digital campaigns on the Internet.





EXIT
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                                            Is an interactive

production house

combining the world of

film and the Internet
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                                            Team of people experience in all media buying - from TV and radio, through the press and the Internet to outdoor.
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                                            Consulting, which helps  evaluate, improve and strengthen the culture of organization and therefore let its employees build the success of the company.
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                    Contact

                    
                        KnowledgeHub 

44 Domaniewska Street

02-672 Warsaw





                        contact@kh.vc 
                    

                

                
                    
                        For media

                        
                            Magdalena Osiał-Tyszkiewicz

                            magdalena.osial at kh.vc
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                Privacy policy
            

            
                Limited Partners Area    © KnowledgeHub Starter sp. z o.o. All rights reserved.
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                In coopration with and thanks to co-financing by PFR Ventures KnowledgeHub Starter searches, selects, invests and supports in development projects which have the greatest chance to start generating or to dynamically increse their revenue.



KnowledgeHub Starter's key area of interest is the MarTech market, what is a result of fund's management team having many years of experience in this sector. Additional areas in which we invest are dynamically developing FinTech sector and widely understood Industry 4.0.



SFDR Knowledge Hub ASI Sp. z o.o.

SFDR Knowledge Starter Sp. z o.o.

            

        
    
            
       

    
    

    
